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ABSTRACT 

In selective electron beam melting an electron beam, guided by electromagnetic fields, is used 

to locally melt metal powder and build parts in a layer-wise manner. The electron beam allows 

for very fast deflections und various scan strategies. By using these, it is possible to tailor the 

resulting grain structure of the material, which may range from a columnar to an equiaxed 

texture. For various grain structures, different macroscopic mechanical properties are expected. 

Long and similarly oriented grains cause highly anisotropic behavior. In contrast, a uniform 

grain structure results in isotropic mechanical behavior. Additionally, different orientations, 

grain sizes and grain boundaries strongly influence the macroscopic mechanical properties. For 

simulations of parts or the process itself, this needs to be captured by the material models. In 

order to reduce experimental cost for the corresponding parameter identification, an ansatz 

based on computational homogenization, incorporating the underlying mesostructure is used. 

In this contribution, the material behavior is simulated by means of Finite Elements. On the 

scale of the grain structure, the mesoscale, a gradient enhanced crystal plasticity model [1, 2] 

accounting for relative misorientations on the grain boundaries with a formulation as given in 

[3] is applied. Mesostructures and textures from cellular automaton based grain growth 

simulations of the process [4] are used. Computational homogenization and macroscopic 

experimental data are utilized to inversely identify elastic and plastic mesoscopic mechanical 

parameters. With this approach at hand, the influence of different grain sizes on the macroscopic 

mechanical properties is investigated. The focus is in particular on the size-dependent yield 

stress, well known as the Hall-Petch effect. 
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